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Abstract
Data is central to scholarly research, but the nature and location of data used is
often under-reported in research publications. Greater transparency and citation
of data have positive effects for the culture of research. This article presents the
results of a survey of data citation in six years of articles published in the journal
GESTURE (12.1-17.2). Gesture researchers draw on a broad range of data
types, but the source and location of data are often not disclosed in
publications. There is also still a strong research focus on only a small range of
the world’s languages and their linguistic diversity. Published papers rarely cite
back to the primary data, unless it is already published. We discuss both the
implications of these findings and the ways that scholars in the field of gesture
studies can build a positive culture around open data.
Keywords: Gesture studies, data citation, open data, data management
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1. Introduction
Gesture studies is a field founded on an empirical research method; our
understanding of gesture is based on evidence from data which is analysed and
disseminated in research publications. Data is central to the formulation of
analysis, but it is rarely presented in a way that is transparent to the reader. The
transparency of data can refer to a number of features. These features include
how well the data is described in a research article, and whether the data is
accessible in its entirety, or as a subset of specific examples, or has access
restrictions. Transparency also includes citing the data to varying levels of
granularity, directing the reader to a whole corpus, or to specific examples
within that collection. There are many advantages to having greater
transparency of data in research practice — for authors, readers, and the field
as a whole. These include heightened professional valuation of data collection
and sharing (Haspelmath & Michaelis, 2014; Thieberger, Margetts, Morey, &
Musgrave, 2016) and greater accountability in research by facilitating access to
the underlying data and methods (Gezelter, 2009).
In order to best understand where the field of gesture studies is heading
with regards to the use of data, we seek to understand the current state of
practice. To do this, we conducted a six year survey of research publications in
the journal GESTURE, from 12.1 (in 2012) to 17.2 (in 2018). This survey
examines how researchers describe the source and location of their data, and
whether they cite examples back to the primary source. We also look at the
types of data and the languages that researchers in gesture studies are working
with, to better understand the support that will be needed to continue to develop
a culture of research data transparency.
While researchers in this field draw on a broad range of data types, the
nature of this data is rarely made clear in publications. This has implications for
the future progress of research. We discuss the results of our survey in light of
the broader ‘open access’ movement, as well as the specific ethical implications
of working with gestural, and particularly video, data. We also discuss the
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results in light of the move by GESTURE to require greater transparency in data
reporting.

2. Background
In the field of gesture studies, perhaps more than any other field in human
communication, the means by which data is collected and analysed becomes
crucial to the development and interrogation of theories underpinning the
frameworks of data analysis. Gesture research draws on a range of different
methodologies for analysing multimodality, particularly manual gestures and
gaze. In early studies gestures were characterised as relatively static visual
signs rather than dynamic signs changing across space and time (e.g. de Jorio,
1832; Morris, Collett, Marsh, & O'Shaughnessay, 1979). Thanks to affordable
video capture and computers for analysis, recent research tends towards more
empirical studies presenting transcribed, coded, and analysed gestures and
affiliated spoken language. These empirical methods and analytic approaches
yield ideal data sets for the replicability and reproducibility of findings. Gesture
studies has a strong history of qualitative and quantitative research that spans
multiple research fields. One thing that links all research in this area is a clear
acknowledgement of the role of primary data in shaping our understanding of
the form of gesture and its role in communication. The discipline-spanning
nature of gesture studies means that as a field we need to consider the multiple
ways in which data transparency can lead to subsequent research.
Replicability and reproducibility have each received a good deal of
attention in the social sciences lately, especially from those interested in the
Open Access and Open Science initiatives (Buckheit & Donoho, 1995; de
Leeuw, 2001; Donoho, 2010; Gawne & Styles, forthcoming, inter alia). While
these terms may seem interchangeable, the differences between them are
crucial to the future of the language sciences. Replicability is probably the more
widely familiar of the two concepts and is one that has underpinned the
scientific process for a long time. Replicable studies are those studies that are
created, executed, and subsequently described in such a way that another
researcher could recreate the study down to the smallest detail. The results of
this replicated study would either confirm the previous results – lending them
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credence – or disconfirm them. The aim of replicability is to ensure some level
of scientific rigor in the research process, as well as to provide a mechanism by
which results can be “checked” by those with a healthy degree of skepticism.
Granted, it may not be enjoyable having ones research disconfirmed, but that is
part of doing good science, and it says something positive about our methods
that they were replicable in the first place.
Replicability is the standard for scientific studies in which variables can
be carefully controlled, such as in laboratory experiments. However, a great
deal of science deals with data that is a little more “wild” (cf. the 2011 special
issue of Science on reproducibility edited by Jasny, Chin, Chong, & Vignieri).
This includes the behavioral data that is the basis of language-based research
in many disciplines (Berez-Kroeker, Gawne, et al., 2018). It is nearly impossible
to create language studies that are truly replicable in the original sense of the
word because it is very difficult to control for every factor that leads to the use of
a particular word or gesture in a given linguistic context (be it naturalistic,
elicited, or experimental). Even in the most tightly controlled language
experiments, it would be impossible to control for a subject’s previous
experience with a particular sound, word, phrase, or gesture. In such situations,
the notion of reproducibility becomes valuable: reproducible research, therefore,
is research that facilitates access to not just the methods used in the study, but
also to the data collected in the study, and the tools (software, scripts, etc.)
used to collect and analyse it. Another researcher could then examine or even
reanalyse the data to reach similar or different conclusions. Thus, when
replicability is impossible, reproducibility steps in to ensure a level of rigor and
accountability in the scientific process.
Research that is reproducible or replicable requires a high degree of
transparency on the part of scientists who must effectively communicate to their
audiences about every aspect of their methodology, from collection to
processing to analysis. Doing so would allow someone else to recreate the
original study to test if the original hypothesis and analysis is supported.
Replicability further requires clear description of the location of the underlying
data set and how one would gain access.
The Open Data movement began gaining momentum around the same
time that the field of gesture studies was formalised. The earliest initiatives in
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open access publishing in the 1990s coalesced in the Budapest Open Access
Initiative,1 which advocated for open access journals, in 2002, the same year
the International Society for Gesture Studies was founded.2 Researchers
recognised the profound effect that the internet had in making it easier than
ever for knowledge to be shared openly with a wide audience. In 2003 the
Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and
Humanities took the Budapest statement a step further, focusing on the
dissemination of all research knowledge, including primary data:
Our mission of disseminating knowledge is only half complete if
the information is not made widely and readily available to
society. New possibilities of knowledge dissemination not only
through the classical form but also and increasingly through the
open access paradigm via the Internet have to be supported.
We define open access as a comprehensive source of human
knowledge and cultural heritage that has been approved by the
scientific community.3
A culture of valuing data transparency in gesture studies is also beginning to
coalesce. The flagship journal GESTURE has recently adopted the standards of
the Center for Open Science,4 which requires thorough description of methods
and analyses, plus lodgement of data in publicly accessible online data
repositories. GESTURE was founded in 2001. While there are other journals
that publish research on gesture, as well as book series and monographs, the
journal demonstrates how gesture studies has grown and diversified over the
last two decades. In 2007 (volume 7), the journal began publishing three issues
a year rather than two, and GESTURE continues to include articles on new
topics in the field.
The growth of gesture studies allows us to take stock of where we have
come from and where we are going with regard to research methodology.
1

http://budapestopenaccessinitiative.org/read visited Nov 8 2018.
http://gesturestudies.com/history.php visited Nov 8 2018.
3
http://openaccess.mpg.de/Berlin-Declaration visited Nov 8 2018.
4
http://benjamins.com/#catalog/journals/gest/guidelines visited Nov 8 2018.
2
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Skubisz (2017) undertook a survey of data coding and terminology definitions in
quantitative papers in GESTURE from the foundation of the journal until 2016.
In this survey, she demonstrated that key features of research design and
methods are often underspecified. Our survey complements Skubisz (2017) as
we look at how researchers manage data rather than methodology. We also
include both quantitative and qualitative research. We focus on six recent years
of publication as Skubisz did not notice any trends in research practice
changing over the history of the journal.
Researchers in gesture studies are not alone in reconsidering the role of
data in research. The related fields of social psychology and linguistics are also
experiencing a raised awareness of the need to move towards more transparent
research methods. In social psychology, a series of separate events regarding
non-replicability of findings occurred across a number of high profile
publications in major journals that called into question many long-standing
research practices in the field (Ioannidis, 2012). While many of these practices
are based around particular approaches to statistical methods and the way
research questions are framed in the collection of data and their presentation in
final publications, the overarching theme of this ‘crisis of confidence’ in social
psychology has been that these events were enabled by a culture that did not
value open science and replicability (Chambers, 2017; Nelson, Simmons, &
Simonsohn, 2018). This lead to the founding of the Center for Open Science in
2012,5 and the publication of the Open Science Collaboration (2015) which
replicated a hundred key papers in social psychology, finding very low rates of
result replication.
In linguistics, there have been a number of surveys conducted that look
at the transparency and research methods in different subfields. This has
included a survey of 270 articles across ten leading linguistics journals
published between 2003 and 2012 (Berez-Kroeker, Gawne, Kelly, & Heston,
2017). This survey found that different subfields have different strengths in
methods descriptions; for example articles in the journal Studies in Second
Language Acquisition consistently provide some description of methodology,
while articles in Journal of Sociolinguistics consistently give some metadata on
5

http://cos.io/ visited Nov 8 2018.
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research participants. In a parallel survey, Gawne, Kelly, Berez-Kroeker &,
Heston (2017) examined one hundred descriptive grammars, finding that there
was a great deal of variation in the methodological detail provided and that the
vast majority did not provide citations to underlying data. These surveys fed into
a position statement which called for stronger valuation of open data and
reproducibility in linguistic research (Berez-Kroeker, Gawne, et al., 2018), and
the distillation of this position statement into the Austin Principles of Data
Citation in Linguistics (Berez-Kroeker, Andreassen, et al., 2018).
We wish to contribute to this positive shift in research practice by
interrogating where we come from as a field with regard to data and how we
can move forward. In this paper we present a survey of all research articles
published in GESTURE from 2012 to 2018. For each article we seek to
understand how transparent each published article is in regard to the presence
of both clear research methods and the citation of data to a source that would
allow the readers to analyse the data for themselves.

3. Survey of Data Citation in GESTURE
To gain an understanding of the state of data citation in the field of gesture
studies, we conducted a survey of almost six years of research articles in the
journal GESTURE. We took articles from volumes 12.1 to 17.2 (2012-2018). We
focused specifically on research articles, omitting commentaries, book reviews
or introductions to special issues that do not include extensive review and
discussion.
There were 81 articles in total. Our survey is based on methods from
previous surveys (Gawne et al., 2017; Berez-Kroeker et al., 2017). We collected
information on the type of data in each article to understand the nature of how
researchers in gesture studies approach research. This included the source of
data, location of data, the type of data, and what languages the data is sourced
from. We then looked at how transparent each article is in regard to citation of
data to a source that would allow the reader to analyse the data for themselves.
In this section we discuss each of the features that we coded for and
what categories we coded. While the discussion is mostly presented in
aggregate, the survey data is presented as supplementary material in a
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spreadsheet hosted online with this publication. Examples of coded categories
are given in the results section (§4), where relevant.
3.1 Source of data
Researchers can draw upon data they collect themselves, or data from others.
We coded for the source of the data used in each article, and allowed for
multiple sources. Sources include:
OWN: Own collected data
PUBD: Published, either as a corpus or in an existing manuscript
UNK: Source is unknown from this article
We also had categories UNPUBD for explicitly-stated unpublished data and
OTHER to allow for other possibilities, but no articles were coded for either of
these categories.
3.2 Location of data
We coded for where the data are currently located, if stated by the author.
Options included:
ARCH: archived, location described even briefly
ONL: data online somewhere other than article, but not clear if it is archived
PUBD: in another publication (the author’s or someone else’s)
HERE: all data are included with the article (e.g. as appendix)
HERESUMMARY: all data summarised in the article (e.g. from an experiment)
UNK: unknown from this article
We distinguished between archives, i.e., physical or digital repositories with an
institutional commitment to long-term preservation, and presentation online,
where the long term stability of the data is not made clear. For something to
explicitly count in either of these categories, the author needs to indicate the
archive or online location in the paper. We also had the coding category HERE,
for when the article contains the data, and is its own main source. This is a
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common way of presenting data in fields with experiment-based methods (see,
for example, the journal Second Language Learning and Teaching in BerezKroeker et al., 2017), but no articles were categorised as this in our survey.
3.3 Data types
We coded for the types of data found in each article. Since it is not uncommon
to draw upon multiple data types in the study of gesture, we included a category
MULTI, rather than coding each article across multiple cateogories. Options
included:
CONVO: conversation
NARR: narrative
TASK: task
EXPER: experiment
MULTI: a range of data types, or multiple genres (e.g. speeches, conversation
and song)
REVIEW: review of existing literature
OTHER: other
For MULTI we made note of the various types of data. For OTHER we made
note of what data was collected, and this is described in the results.
3.4 Languages included
Although the languages included in this study are not strictly a matter of data
citation, there are a number of reasons to consider the languages that are
targets of research in gesture studies. The first is that the management of
citation and transparency in minority languages has particular challenges that
may not be faced by languages with larger populations where anonymity may
be more easily provided. The second is that a field dominated by larger
languages may not be providing the breadth of data to be able to approach
anything like a typologically-driven approach to gesture, nor providing the range
of data necessary to make claims about the extent to which differences in use
are motivated by language, culture and/or cognition.
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We collected information about what languages were included as part of
the analysis of each article. We did not start with a pre-determined list, but
made a note of the languages referred to in each article.
3.5 Data citation conventions
We coded for citation conventions used in examples. Citation conventions
include:
NONE: no citation
STD: use of APA referencing to other publication
CODEEX: a code that is explained in the text or in a footnote
CODEUNX: a code that is not explained
NUMBER: examples are numbered in the order they appear in the original
recordings or are discussed
URL: a URL link to the data
NAME: name of performance, story, or speaker
Illustrative examples of the citation conventions used are given in the results
section.

4. Results
4.1 Source of Data
Researchers draw on both their own data, and existing data, but still mostly
collect their own data (Table 1). Multiple sources were counted for eight papers
leaving 73 papers with a single source of data. Raw totals and broad
percentages are given for each category, here and in all further tables in the
results section.

Code
OWN

Detail
author’s own data

Total

%

51 63%

10

PUBD

published

UNK

unknown source

17 20%
6

OWN & PUBD Uses both author’s own & published data

7%

8 10%

Table 1 Source of data
By far, the most common source of data in the journal is that collected by
the researchers themselves. Whether this be conducting an experiment, or
making a series of recordings of naturalistic conversation for analysis, most
researchers collect their own data. There are good reasons that this is the case.
For example, experimental methods require the formulation of a hypothesis and
then conducting a well-crafted experiment to test the hypothesis. There is also
still a paucity of publically available corpora that are of interest or use to gesture
researchers, especially beyond a small set of languages. The reliance on
researchers’ own data is not a problem in-and-of-itself, however as we discuss
in subsequent sections of these results it makes the need to be transparent
about the location of the data, and data citation, all the more pressing.
There are two different types of published data. The first is the use of
published data where some form of original data is available, and the
researchers perform their own analysis of the data. This can include corpora
that are available for research. For example, Kimura & Kazik (2017) use the
Corpus of English for Academic and Professional Purposes (CEAPP) (2014) in
their study of how speakers of English as a second language use gesture to
assist in the learning of grammar. Other researchers use existing data from
other sources, such as Lempert’s (2017) use of publicly televised political
debate, or Looney & Meier’s (2014) analysis of pointing gestures drawing on all
publically available footage of Genie, a child who had been raised with minimal
linguistic input.
The second type of published data is when researchers draw upon the
existing literature of gestural analysis. Of course, all academic research
publications do this while setting up the motivation for their study, but some of
the papers in the six year sample exclusively synthesised the published
literature in a particular area to advance a theoretical position. For example,
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Corballis (2012) draws on a range of literature on primates and humans to
argue that language evolved from manual gestures, while Bavelas & Healing
(2013) undertook a review of the literature on mutual visibility and its effect on
gesturing.
Eight papers draw upon multiple sources for primary data. For all eight
this was a combination of the author’s own data and published data. Agwuele
(2014) draws upon both commercially released films as well as the author’s own
fieldwork recordings in an analysis of the repertoire of Yoruba hand and face
gestures. Cibulka (2013) draws on both the author’s own recordings as well as
the TalkBank corpus (MacWhinney, 2007) to look at the use of writing gestures
in Japanese conversation. The use of multiple sources allows the authors to
draw upon a broader range of data than they otherwise would have had access
to.
The six papers with ‘unknown’ sources involve video recordings, which
are most likely the authors’ own, but there is no clear explanation in the
methods as to how the recordings were made or obtained, so this cannot be
confirmed. Regardless of whether researchers work with their own data, or
publically available data, it is important to have transparent research methods
that make the source of data clear, even in those cases where the authors
cannot share the data itself.
4.2 Location of Data
Stating data location increases opportunity for reproducibility and replicability,
because others can return to the original data on which an analysis is built. The
vast majority of articles represent the only known location of the data, or a
summary of the data (Table 2). There are multiple locations noted for data in
three papers.

Code
UNK

Detail
unknown

Total

%

37 46%

HERESUMMARY A summary of the data is given in the paper

26 32%

PUBD

10 12%

In another publication (the author’s or
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someone else’s)
ONL

website or other non-archive internet storage

3

4%

ARCH

archived

2

2%

multiple

ARCH & UNK (1), PUBD & UNK (1),

3

4%

HERESUMMARY & ONL (1)
Table 2 Location of data
As we discussed above, there are a number of articles where the data
source was the existing research (PUBD). The reader is able to go back to the
original research publication to see the original analysis (however limitations in
terms of clarity of source and location of data may still hold).
There are many papers in which a summary of the data is given in the
publication, such that the reader can get an overview of the major features of
the data, or a synthesis of it, but cannot themself access the original recordings,
or the original coding of the data to confirm the statistical analysis. These
papers were exclusively constrained tasks, experiments and analysis of
particular features of conversations. While data transparency can be facilitated
by better access to some of the underlying data, at least a summary of the data
allows for basic review and inclusion in meta-analysis.
Four articles indicated that the data were available online. One example
is Chui’s (2012) use of the NCCU Corpus of Spoken Mandarin (Chui & Lai,
2008) by , who provided a link to the data in the article. Another example is
Sutton-Spence & Napoli (2013), who drew upon online recordings of performed
poetry in British Sign Language and American Sign Language. While these links
to data are currently useful, unless the data are housed in an archive with a
mandate for long term storage, it is possible that access to the data for the
interested reader may not be maintained. We discuss the need to consider that
data is both accessible and stable in §5.
There are three articles we categorised as having the data
archived.Cibulka (2013) uses TalkBank (MacWhinney, 2007), Gawne (2018)
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uses Syuba data archived open access with PARADISEC,6 and finally
Kamunen (2018) uses the Oulu Video Corpus of English and Finnish and the
Oulu Corpus of US British Television Interviews, available to the local research
community and others on request. Other articles referenced corpora, or
collections of materials, but did not make it clear to the reader where these
materials were archived, or if they were available and which parts of the corpora
were analysed. We therefore labeled them as location UNK ‘unknown’.
Table 3 gives a list of all of the published sources of data used in papers
in Gesture in the period we surveyed. This table may help researchers find data
to use in their own work, or provide a model for making their own data available.
There are likely many other corpora used in publications in this survey that are
open access, or at least available on request, but without making this clear in
publications it is difficult to make use of them.

Data source

Publication(s)

NCCU Corpus of

Chui & Lai,

Spoken Mandarin

(2008)

Language
Mandarin

Data Type
Spontaneous
face-to-face

(Chui, 2012)

recordings of
Mandarin, Hakka,
and Southern Min

TalkBank

Cibulka (2013)

Various

An open access

(MacWhinney,

corpus of more

2007)

than 34
languages

YouTube

Mihas (2018);

British Sign

Video recordings

Sutton-Spence &

Language;

of performances

Napoli (2013)

American Sign

(does not

Language;

constitute a long-

Northern Kampa

term archive)

6

http://catalog.paradisec.org.au/collections/SUY1 shorter clips with the spcific examples are
bundled together in a FigShare collection to accompany the article:
https://figshare.com/articles/_/6462284
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Arawaks
Kagate (Nepal)

Gawne (2018)

Syuba

Video recordings

Kamunen (2018)

English, Finish

Video recordings

(Gawne 2009)
Oulu Video
Corpus of English

of naturally

and Finnish

occurring
everyday
conversations

Oulu Corpus of

Kamunen (2018)

English

Video recordings

US British

broadcast English

Television

language

Interviews

interviews from
2001 to 2015

Table 3 Published data and the papers in which this data is used
The category with the largest number of papers is that where the location
of data is not made clear to the reader at all. This is not to say that the data may
not be housed somewhere secure, nor that it is inaccessible to the reader, but
that the authors have not made this clear. Close reading of a small number of
papers suggests that the data are located in corpora or archives that may be
researcher-accessible, however there is a lack of clear citation of the data.
4.3 Data types
Perhaps unsurprising, given the diversity of work in the field, there is diversity in
the types of data surveyed (Table 4).
Code

Detail

Total

%

EXPER

experimental data

20

25%

CONVO

conversation data

15

19%

15

TASK

task-based data

14

17%

MULTI

multiple data types

13

16%

REVIEW

review of existing literature

9

11%

NARR

narrative

6

7%

OTHER

other data types

4

5%

Table 4 Data types
There is a lot of research in GESTURE that uses experimental data,
task-based data or conversational data. We took a very broad approach to each
of these genres. For example Wehling (2018) uses televised interviews, which
we include ‘conversation’ as the focus of the paper on the use of gestures to
manage discourse in conversation. There are also review articles that
synthesise existing data genres.
Some authors draw upon multiple data types in their work. Cooperrider &
Núñez (2012), Sandler (2012) and Mihas (2013) all draw upon ethnographic or
anthropological methods that involve the collection of data across a range of
genres in their analysis of particular gestural phenomena (nose-pointing,
gesture grammaticalisation in signed language, and gesture-ideophone use
respectively).
In the category of ‘other’ data types, Matoesian & Gilbert (2016)
examined the use of gesture by attorneys in closing arguments of a case,
Sutton-Spence & Napoli (2013) looked at signed poetry performances, Kettner
& Carpendale (2013) examined parents journals of their children’s acquisition of
shaking and nodding gestures, and Lefebvre (2016) studied recordings of
Aikido training sessions.
The variety in the data types used in gesture studies is one of the
strengths of the field, but it means that a move toward stronger practices of data
citation must take into account a range of approaches.
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4.4 Languages included
There were 37 languages included as targets of research in 73 of the 81
papers. English is the dominant target of study, with a rapidly falling long tail of
other languages where there are 4 or fewer articles. A list of all the languages,
and the papers in which they feature, is given in Appendix A.
There were some papers which we coded as ‘general’ or ‘no’ language,
these were predominantly review articles, or articles that focused on primate
behaviour (Cissewski & Boesch, 2016). There was also Lefebvre’s (2016)
Aikido training session, where speech was not analysed and the language of
the participants was not stated.
Table 5 is a summary of the languages include in articles. Percentages
total to greater than 100 as some articles drew upon multiple languages. For
languages with only 1 use, we group them by their modality (spoken or signed).
Of the 37 languages, 21 are spoken languages and 16 are signed languages.

Language

Number of Articles

% of Total

English

38

47%

American Sign

4

5%

3

4%

German

3

4%

Israeli Sign Language

3

4%

Mandarin

3

4%

Dutch

2

2%

French

2

2%

Homesign

2

2%

Language
Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign
Language (ABSL)

(ISL)

17

Italian

2

Other - Signed

13

Other - Spoken

15

None/Unknown/General

8

2%

10%

Table 5 Languages in analysis (for papers see Appendix A).
The ‘Other - Spoken’ languages are: Anyi, Arabic, Ashéninka Perené,
Hebrew, Japanese, Malay, Maori, Northern Kampa Arawaks, Norwegian, Siwu,
Spanish, Swedish, Syuba, Yoruba, Yupno.
The ‘Other - Signed’ languages are: Anmatyerr Sign Language,
Armenian alternate sign language, Auslan, British Sign Language, Cape York
Peninsula alternate sign language, Kuuk Thaayorre Sign Language, Nepali Sign
Language, New Zealand Sign Language, Ngaanyatjarra/Ngaatjatjarra Sign
Language, Norwegian Sign Language, Protactile American Sign Language,
Yolŋu Sign Language.
As a final observation on data transparency in academic publications
with regards to the languages that feature in research papers, when the
language was mentioned in only one or two papers, we noticed the author was
more likely to make the target languages clear in the title of the paper, or at
least the abstract and keywords. When the language of analysis was English,
this was much less likely to be the case.
Different types of research have particular skews in language. Of the 20
experimental papers 13 were exclusively on English, and two were on English
and other languages (e.g. English and French in Tutton 2012, English, with 2
other spoken languages and 3 signed languages in Padden et al., 2013).
Research that draws on multiple data types is a more heterogeneous set, with
no language included in this category twice, and only one focused on English
(Alibali et al., 2013), in a study of classroom interactions that were analysed and
also repackaged for an experimental design.
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4.5 Data Citation Conventions
Data citation directs the reader back to the specific source of the data (Table 6).
Many papers included no citation, and very few cited data in a way that could
lead the reader back to the underlying data.

Code

Detail

Total

%

NONE

no citation convention

35 43%

NAME

name of speaker or text

15 18%

NUM

numbered in order of original recordings or discussion

15 18%

STD

Standard citation to published source

9 11%

UNEX

a citation code that is unexplained

2

3%

EXPL

an explained citation code that links back to materials

2

3%

URL

a weblink to the location of the data online

0

0%

multiple

NONE & STD (1), URL & NAME (1), EXPL & STD (1)

3

4%

Table 6 Data citation conventions
Given the high number of publications in which the location of the data is
unstated (§4.2), it is perhaps unsurprising that we find a paucity of data citation.
The relationship between citing the data back to a source, and having a source
be accessible to the reader in some form, is the reason that data citation as an
end-stage practice needs to be considered in the larger context of replication
and reproducibility.
Other than having no citation back to data, the most common way to cite
data was to give a name of the speaker of the text that was being discussed in
a particular example. In Harrison (2014) each numbered example is given a
name, which refers to the particular topic of that interaction, example 2 is titled
‘not to be a politician’. The example consists of a string of dialogue with speaker
turns marked by single initials (B. & J. in this example). This is coupled with a
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cropped screenshot of an ELAN tier, correlated with stills of the performance of
the gesture, further annotated with arrows to show direction of movement. The
initials and the images of the participants makes it clear if examples come from
the same speakers, but it’s not always clear if they’re from the same narrative.
In Hauser (2014), the recordings of Japanese student conversations are
analysed with speakers referred to by pseudonym. For example, excerpt 5 is
from a conversation between Yoshida and Nishi. This is a useful piece of
metadata, as it narrows down which speaker or which conversation is being
analysed, but it does not necessarily make it easier for the reader to find this
particular interaction in the original data.
While almost all examples are numbered sequentially throughout an
article, in some papers this is the only form of citation used.
We found three examples of data cited with a code that resolved back to
the original data, and which was clearly explained by the author. Cibulka
explains that examples taken from the TalkBank corpus are cited using a code,
and explains the code. The example with the citation
[Talkbank/CABank/Sakura04 17:52] is 17 minutes and 52 seconds into the
Sakura04 recording from the TalkBank corpus, while [Bq/1 54:00] is 54 minutes
into the researcher's own recording ‘Bq’. The TalkBank recordings are
resolvable back to the original corpus for the interested reader, but it is not clear
where the researcher's own recordings are archived, if they are at all. Gawne
(2018) and Kamunen (2018) also used codes that resolved back to the specific
point in the specific recording that is under discussion.
There are also a small number of papers that have citation codes that
are not explained to the reader. Tutton (2012) gives examples citations such as
[EngDesc8] and [FrenDesc11]. The reader can figure out that these refer to
numbered recordings of descriptive tasks in English and French respectively,
but the use of any citation code should be clearly explained in the publication
itself.
Alongside citing the name of the poem and the poet in their analysis of
signed poetry, Sutton-Spence & Napoli (2013: 10) give a URL to one of the
poems which is hosted publically on YouTube. This kind of direct linking can be
convenient, particularly for readers accessing the journal digitally, but like all
data citation requires that the data remains hosted stably at that URL.
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We have counted eleven papers that use ‘standard’ citation of existing
publications. These include review articles that drew exclusively on published
data. The other use of ‘standard’ data citation was to cite back to a specific
corpus, for example Kok, Bergmann, Cienki, & Kopp (2016) cited the Bielefeld
Speech and Gesture Alignment corpus (Lücking, Bergman, Hahn, Kopp, &
Rieser, 2013), which was the basis of their materials, Chui (2012) cited Chui &
Lai, (2008) for the NCCU Corpus of Spoken Mandarin, and Cibulka (2013) cited
(MacWhinney, 2007) for the TalkBank corpus. In each of these three cases, the
reference was to a ‘proxy publication’ that provided the reader with information
about the corpus, rather than the corpus itself.
It should also be noted that every single paper we looked at used
appropriate standard citation to existing literature when referring to published
data or claims that were not the authors’ own. That all authors follow a citation
practice when it is codified in a style sheet, and in a set of social expectations
makes us optimistic that with the right support, data citation can also become a
common practice.

5. Discussion
Gesture researchers are drawing on a wide variety of data types, and the
research area includes data from a wide range of languages across both
spoken and signed modalities. However, this survey demonstrates that we need
a more robust culture of data accountability in gesture research. Researchers
are mostly drawing on their own data, but are not stating the location of their
data, and are not providing citation of individual examples. In this discussion we
begin by looking at some of the challenges that scholars in gesture studies face
with regard to the presentation of data, and how these can be navigated with a
mindset that centres open access.
One of the most immediate concerns that many researchers in this field
have is that their work includes the collection of video data, which is not easily
de-identifiable or sharable (Green, Woods, & Foley, 2011). Current
technological infrastructure facilitates access to primary data, and the linking of
research publications to this data. However, this infrastructure has potential
negative consequences in that sensitive information can be easily spread. Thus,
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in order to protect their research participants, researchers need to be aware of
the risks and current regulations, and how to carry out research data
management that is both ethically and legally sound. Researchers are already
aware of their ethical and legal obligations within the institution and country they
work in, as well as in regards to the communities they work with. There is
growing concern regarding how the European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)7 will affect research data management, both within the EU
but also abroad, as many universities and funders often set their agenda to the
most conservative possible set of regulations.
The discussion about whether it is appropriate to publish the primary
data demonstrates the difference between transparency and openness: If the
data cannot be published openly due to ethical or legal reasons, citation of the
data to a closed-access repository and link to its metadata, or the publication of
de-identified secondary or aggregated data, at least make these restrictions
transparent. At the very least, discussion of why it is ethically or legally
inappropriate to share this data makes the research method and process
transparent, even in cases where there are good grounds not to make it open.
Different repositories allow researchers to select different levels of
access to data that may suit particular projects. Some repositories allow some
elements of the research data to be made open, and for others the data
remains closed or only accessible upon invitation. Some repositories allow data
to be embargoed for a required period if necessary. ‘Openness’ with regard to
research data is not a binary of fully open vs. fully closed, but a series of
choices researchers needs to consider. While it can be tempting to always
default to the most closed option, there are good reasons to build open access
into a project early, and find a repository that best supports your data needs.
For a list of repository evaluation criteria, see Whyte (2015).
Once the data management plan has been established (Jones, 2011;
Kung, forthcoming), data has been collected and stored in an appropriate
repository, there is still a need to link the data to subsequent research
publications. While academics routinely cite existing publications, we do not
7

http://eugdpr.org/ and http://gdpr-info.eu/ visited Nov 8 2018.
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have the same training, history of practice or style guide resources for citing our
own primary data. A research publication should include citation back to the
body of data as a whole, be it a corpus or a small experimental data set, and
where relevant also cite the individual examples to their location within the data
set. There are a growing number of resources for this kind of citation practice
(cf. Ball & Duke, 2015 ; Andreassen, et al., 2019), and archives now routinely
provide automatically formatted citations. The increased use of persistent
identifiers such as digital object identifiers (DOIs) are providing useful
infrastructure for this kind of data citation.
Although we have focused on the logistics of data management and
citation so far, building this into research practice has many benefits. As
scholars it can help us think critically about our motivation for collecting data
before commencing a project (John, Loewenstein, & Prelec, 2012), and help
minimise the loss of data through securing it in a repository (Vines et al., 2014).
Citability of data also puts it on more equal footing with publications as a
product of research, helping to make an argument for the development of
research data (particularly that which can be reused) as an important output
that should be recognised in grant, job and promotion applications (Haspelmath
& Michaelis, 2014; Thieberger et al., 2016). This avoids the need to use proxy
publications, where the author cites a publication about the data collection, as
the data itself is acknowledged as a valid research output. As readers,
transparent data citation allows us to more easily replicate or reproduce
research, or use the data to ask different research questions all together.
Funders, publishers and research institutions are also beginning to see the
benefit of transparent and open research, particularly with regards to higher
rates of dissemination, value for money through reuse, and the minimisation of
questionable research practices (Harris, 2017).
Researchers in gesture studies are already beginning to move towards
including more open research practices in their work. As mentioned in §2,
GESTURE has recently adopted submission guidelines that require researchers
to clearly describe methods and materials and link to videos that any still figures
in the article are taken from (where it is ethical to do so). As part of this move
towards open data, GESTURE is participating in the badge program of the
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Center for Open Science.8 Researchers can now add badges to their
publication if it has ‘open data’, ‘open materials’ or ‘preregistered’ methods.
However, as long as these guidelines are optional rather than mandatory
adoption will occur piecemeal. We recommend that GESTURE and other
journals adopt a timeframe in which the requirement to make a transparent
statement about data becomes obligatory.
Further to this, now is the ideal time for the gesture community to
develop clearer guidelines around the citation of data in publications to the
original source. It is relatively easy to direct the reader to a particular online
repository, and many repositories now provide formatted citations, but there is
still no good set of guidelines for how to resolve specific examples of gesture
use to a particular place in a particular video in a corpus. We also need to
formalise expectation that this should be done for all examples in a research
publication. Moving forward on such a project is the current work of the
Linguistics Data Interest Group of the Research Data Alliance.9
Beyond these specific concrete actions, we also need to build a positive
and supportive culture to encourage our colleagues to build openness and
transparency into their research practice. Transparency is a fundamental
guiding principle in research. If transparency builds trust between peers,
whether they are readers, peer reviewers or collaborators, it also helps
researchers achieve confidence in their relationships with subjects, research
institutions and funding bodies.

6. Conclusion
Gesture studies is a field that draws upon varied methods and varied data to
better understand a broad range of multimodal phenomena. To ensure that the
field is in the best possible position to build on the existing decades of research,
we need to start thinking more critically as a discipline about the role that data
plays in our research methods and publications. Greater transparency with
regard to the description of data used in publications, and a more open

8

GESTURE publication guidelines: http://benjamins.com/catalog/gest/guidelines
COS badges: http://cos.io/our-services/open-science-badges/ visited Nov 8 2018.
9
www.rd-alliance.org/groups/linguistics-data-ig visited Nov 8 2018.
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approach to data sharing and citation, can have many positive benefits, for
individual scholars and for the field as a whole.
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Appendix A
Below is a list of languages other than English included in the journal, and the
references to the papers in which they appear.

Language

Reference(s)
Sandler, 2012; Tkachman & Sandler, 2013;

Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language

Padden et al., 2013
Sutton-Spence & Napoli, 2013; Padden et
al., 2013; Looney & Meier, 2014; Corina &

American Sign Language

Gutierrez, 2016

Anmatyerr Sign Language

Green, et al., 2018

Anyi

Nyst, 2016

Arabic

Padden et al., 2013

Armenian alternate sign language

Fleming, 2014

Ashéninka Perené

Mihas, 2013

Auslan

Johnston, 2013

British Sign Language

Sutton-Spence & Napoli, 2013

Cape York Peninsula alternate sign
language

Fleming, 2014

Dutch

de Nooijer, er al., 2014; Nyst , 2016
Tutton, 2012; Benazzo & Morgenstern,

French

2014
Kok et al., 2016; Mittelberg, 2018; Müller,

German

2018

Hebrew

Padden et al., 2013
Haviland, 2013; Hunsicker & Goldin-

Homesign

Meadow, 2013

Israeli Sign Language

Sandler, 2012; Tkachman & Sandler, 2013;
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Fuks, 2016
Fasolo & D'Odorico, 2012; Benazzo &
Italian

Morgenstern, 2014

Japanese

Cibulka, 2013

Kuuk Thaayorre Sign Language

Green, et al., 2018

Malay

Mechraoui & Noor, 2017

Mandarin

Chui, 2012; Li, 2018; Chui, 2018

Maori

Gruber, King, Hay, & Johnston, 2016

Nepali Sign Language

Green, 2018

New Zealand Sign Language

Padden et al., 2013

Ngaanyatjarra/Ngaatjatjarra Sign
Language

Green, et al., 2018

Northern Kampa Arawaks

Mihas, 2018

Norwegian

Sikveland & Ogden, 2012

Norwegian Sign Language

Ferrara & Halvorsen, 2018

Protactile American Sign Language Edwards, 2018
Siwu

Dingemanse, 2013

Spanish

Murillo & Belinchón, 2012

Swedish

Andrén, 2014

Syuba

Gawne, 2018

Yolŋu Sign Language

Green, et al., 2018

Yoruba

Agwuele, 2014

Yupno

Cooperrider & Núñez, 2012
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